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02|EXCURSIONS

A DAY OF EXCURSIONS
Our International Camp bus drivers criss-crossed the country showing us the Netherland’s most
exciting activities. Some tested the waters of the Tongelreep, a swimming paradise in the south,
and did a scuba dive. Yet more of our friends soaked up high art in the Kröller-Müller museum.
One group experienced a little bit of Africa by going on safari. People stood face-to-face with
everything from chimpanzees, elephants, lions and penguins. Exotic animals were not only spotted
in the wild, they were also at Artis, the Amsterdam Zoo. One of the best moments for many was
seeing an elephant up close. “I’ve never seen such a tsunami of pee”, said one helper, “it was fascinating”.
A few lucky others experienced the freedom of flying. They didn’t need to jump out of a plane,
instead they glided in a wind tunnel at an indoor skydiving centre. For those of us who spend so
much of our lives in chairs (of both the wheel- or work variety) it allowed us an unexpected chance
to relax. How lucky we are on this camp to be offered these once-in-a-lifetime experiences - they
give us memories that we will treasure forever.

#maltacamp2014

03|Activities

maltagossip2014@gmail.com

04|TEAM SWITZERLAND

#maltacamp2014

Photo by Anna Grabowski from Team Switzerland
Tomorrow’s photo competition
‘Spritual Moments’

Photos to: maltagossip2014@gmail.com

06|international Evening

MedicaL TEAM Health WARNING:

BEWARE CROWD SURFING HAMSTERS

#maltacamp2014

07|Meet the teams

WHAT
EXCURSIONS SHOULD YOU DO IN…. ITALY
During the summer, we go to aquatic parks, going on all the slides, playing games and relaxing on the grass having

lunch. There’s a huge water park in Milan, called Gardaland. There are many different attractions though they don’t
really have themes. Going to the zoo is also something we like to. There’s not one national zoo, but many different
ones per region.

WHAT
EXCURSIONS SHOULD YOU DO IN…. ROMANIA
A visit to Romania should definitely include exploring the Danube delta, the second largest river delta in Europe

which is beautiful and wild. Other highlights include Sighişoara, the medieval town in a fortress, and the monasteries in the Moldova region where unique combinations of colours of paintings can be found on the walls.

WHAT
EXCURSIONS SHOULD YOU DO IN...lebanon
Going to Lebanon? Don’t leave the country without going to Byblos, one of the world’s oldest continuously inhabited
cities. Strolling around Lebanon’s capital city Beirut should also be on the cards, as well as exploring the ruins in
Baalbek and Beit ed Dine.

maltagossip2014@gmail.com

Excursionary Tales

08|FRIENDS

GERALDINE FREEMAN
Guest, IRELAND

José Tena
GUEST, Switzerland

The sky diving was
brilliant. I very much
enjoyed the free feeling
that it gave me. This
is my thirteenth camp
already and the thing
that makes them so
great is definitely the
atmosphere. You know,
I speak a little Dutch.

The thing that I liked the
most, was looking at the cars
passing by during the bus
trip. And the showers that
occurred when the weather
turned so fast. I liked seeing
the zebras as well. Outside of
the camps, one of my great
interests is planes.

Bashar El Jamal
DOCTOR, Lebanon

I enjoyed walking through the
zoo and meeting people I hadn’t
met earlier. Of all the animals I
saw today, I liked the monkeys
the most, especially the fight
that broke out all of a sudden.
An interesting fact about me
is that I’m a ballet dancer. It’s
more than just a hobby. I do
shows in theatres as well.

Emily Crawley-Fay
GUEST, ireland

I liked everything at the
zoo, but I definitely liked the
giraffes the most. The gorillas were great as well. I like
seeing how they walk on their
hands. People might not know
that I’m a good dancer. I make
my own routines after I see
how they dance in music videos. It makes me happy.

Karlo Pavletic GUEST, CROATIA
I absolutely loved going into the Python rollercoaster. I like a bit of thrill and adrenaline. When
I’m not at camp, I’m getting adrenaline from
partying in the discos in Zagreb, our capital.

Dubravko Stefancic HELPER, CROATIA
The rollercoaster was also my favourite attraction. I was even a bit scared, despite the fact that
I’m generally a fearless person.

MARCUS GEIR guest, AUSTRIA
We took a train around the theme park, went
down the water slide and went on a platform
going up and down. It was all very exciting.
When I’m at home, I love watching Spongbob
on the telly.

CHRISTOPH LEOPOLD HELPER, AUSTRIA
It was so cool to go on the waterslide. When
I’m not at camp, I love taking mountain bike
trips for some excitement.

#maltacamp2014

